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Introduction
Since variation in economic characters of our forest trees
has not been proved to be caused by genetic drift, and
furthermore that the variation of a numbjer of characters
both of Scots pine (Pinus siluestris) and Norway spruce
(Picea abies) has lbeen established to lbe very closely clinaP
(L ANGLET 1936, and others), one has to take the stand-point
that selection is an important factor in the development of
cgeographic races, and often swamps the effect of geneexchange between different populations. Few studies have
been accomplished on the selection problem in forest trees.
This is because of its complex nature as selection factors
can operate through the whole lifetime of the tree, from
the pollination of the flower until maturity. In addition
trees which contribute most to the next generation by heavy
seed production will also have a selective advantage which
is a further complicating factor.
Uniike natural selection which is a compromise between
selection for many factors, artificial selection is often
truncated when operating on a few or single characteristics.
Both in agriculture and in the animal sciences truncated
selection through many generations has led to loss of
adaptive possibilities. This is of less importance if one can
control the environment. I n forestry where one does not
have the Same cdegree of control over the environment,
characters correlateld with survival, fast growth, straight
stem form, disease resistance and high woold density should
be considered from the start of a selection progriam, in order to develop an improved forest. Each time we are confronted with a selection program, we should consider in
what degree it is poissible to combine the desirable character
with other characters which have a selective advantage.
Studies of selective characters f o ~ mprimarily a basis for
provenance research, lbut it is not improbable that they
will lbecome increasingly important for the forest geneticist
as the selection program proceeds within the particular
provenance or geographic race, or where one starts a
hybridization program with different geographic races.

Basis Bor the investigation
In some pulblications (DIETRICHSON 1961, 1963, 1964) large
variability has been shown in the growth-rhythm, condi-

tioned by provenance and the individuals within the provenance. Growth-rhythm is understood to be the time interval a t which growth processes occur in the trees. The existence of large differences between different geographic
(1883), ÖRraces has lbeen known for a long time, NORMAN
TE N B L A D (1898) with others. What has been missing in all
the research u p till now is an interpretation of the importance of different growth-rhythms and what they mean
for height growth, stem straightness and wood quality in
a given climate for different individuals and races. The
international Scots pine experiment of 1938 at Matrand
in Eidskog, Norway, will in the following be a biological
model for such an analysis.
Based on studies of the Matrand experiment, whose
location is given in table 1, it was concluded by DIETRICHSON
(1961, 1964) that an unfortunate growth-rhythm which was
out of phase with the climate in the experiment was the
most plausible explanation for the many poor characters
found in western central European races, such as low
survival, damage by "Brunchorstia" defoliation and die
back (Scleroderris lagerbergii G REMMEN ), loss in apical
dominance, decreased wood density and increased Snowbreak frequency, compared with northern Scandinavian
races. In these studies made through investigations of
cambial activity and studies of growth of the annual ring,
it was made clear that cambial frost 'damage (fig. 1) which
could easily ibe detected iby a sudden irregularity of the
wood-cells, was connected with reduced height growth.
Greatly delayed late wood fornlation in the western central
European provenances, which in some years led to incomplete lignification of the outer late wood Zone was also
considered to be correlated with the increased snowbreak
frequency in southern races compared with the northern
ones (figs. 2 und 3). Similarly it was shown on many research plots of Scots pine and Norway spruce that delayed
late wood formation and growth cessation were also connected with low wood density, which also could be a cause
for the larger frequency of Snow breaks in southern provinances. In other words, trees with an unfavourable growthrhythm would from a selective standpoint be less advantageous than trees with a growth-rhythm synchronized with
the climate a t the place of cultivation.

T a b l e 1 . - The provenance experiment with Scots pine of 1938, Matrand, Eidskog, Norway, 60°02' N. lat., 12O15' E. Greenwich, 110 m
a. s. 1. The table gives mean numbers for different characters and different sources which may be of interest for the reader. Evenly
spaced and superior trees within each provenance are involved. Provenances only which are investigated in this work are shown.

Rovaniemi
Sääminki
Aasnes
Svan0y
Tönnersjöheden
Vecmockas
Glen Garry
Hersselt (cult.)
Pförten
Cruttinen
Zellhausen
*) Since prov. no. 2 is extremely early in the spring, overestimation of winter frost damage is possible. The frost might have damaged
the cambium just before the cell division started in the spring. (cult.) - cones harvested from plantation.

